
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of UX lead. Thank you in advance
for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward
to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for UX lead

High-level information architecture of a single, or multichannel, digital
ecosystem, represented in a site map or application map
Create and maintain ongoing in-house UI and accessibility standards,
guidelines, wireframes and UI specifications for various CIBC Digital
properties (online, mobile and ATM) and identify areas of improvement to
prepare recommendations (decks, prototypes, ) that can be socialized for
future implementation
Analyze and triangulate quantitative and qualitative data to generate tactical
and strategic insights, actionable recommendations which drive product
innovation and design improvements for users
Design the UI and UX for the project
Lead the creation and maintenance of a functioning, iterative UI pipeline, in
collaboration with other disciplines
Create and/or integrate assets and test functionality of UI components
Define elegant and intuitive UI/UX structure and flow, utilizing grey-boxing,
wire-framing and other prototyping techniques
Ensure information is conveyed to the player clearly, and in keeping with the
visual style and context of the game as a whole
As a member of the product management team, the UX designer is
responsible setting design direction for our next generation HR and payroll
applications and working with a team of UI developers to deliver on the
vision
Lead the user experience design and research discipline within the MNC
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Qualifications for UX lead

Being part of one of Australia’s foremost Digital Customer Experience teams
Experience designing enterprise software (including CRM, ERP, project
management, billing ) a plus
Eye for detail and dedication to quality deliverables
Great intuition around consumer electronics, industry trends and web
technologies
Expert knowledge of Photoshop, Sketch, Axure or equivalent design tools
Working knowledge of Web design and coding


